Tactile Adaptation Kit

Modify Science Lessons
Introduce Concepts Tactually
Present Tactile Lewis Structures, Ionic Compounds, Electrons, Atoms, Bonds...
UNLIMITED USES for Blind, VI & Special Ed. Students
Everything you need gathered together in one kit!

The Kit Includes:
- Suggested Uses & Adaptations
- Magnetic Dry Erase Board
- Mini Glue Gun
- Glue Sticks
- Magnetic Letters & Numbers marked with Braille
- Magnetic Flexi Ruler
- Various Magnets & Magnetic Strips
- Magnetic Backed Felt Sheets
- Magnetic Backed Foam Sheets
- Various Textured Dots
- And Much More...

Many aspects of teaching Physical Sciences utilize visual aids, models and diagrams. With the materials contained in this kit, these visual aids can easily be made into tactile representations

The Tactile Adaptations Kit is available through

MDW EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
(908) 565-1802
MDWEucationalServices@gmail.com
$129 + shipping
Check or Purchase Order accepted